While coeds move into the new dorm, student veterans and their families are busy moving into former army barracks which have been set up on campus. But Ted Miles and Hahnfeldt agree, "The army was never like this!" They are on the moving detail while their wives take over the top-kick duties. Lace curtains are next on the list.

HEY, FELLA!
FORGET SOMETHING?

Yes, he did. He has all the equipment. He is on the trail of a good picture. He has a note on what the school paper wants.

BUT he forgot he is also covering the story for Collegiate Digest.

Each and every reader is a CD staff photographer. Why? Because the Digest will pay $3.00 for every campus picture it publishes.

Just remember to include full identification, send in glossy prints at least 3x5 and to get in the name of your school.